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Executive Summary 
 

Yes, the UK economy faces headwinds. These are however nowhere as fierce as we 
are told to fear they are and certainly nothing like those which toppled the nation 
from 1979, 1989 and 2008. As for why one can say this with confidence…. 

In their aggregate the UK’s households have seldom, if ever (and in no particular 
order): 

• possessed higher ‘involuntary’ savings; a cushion from inflation and capacity to 
exploit rising interest rates (Chart 2) 

• enjoyed greater equity in their property; with never more owning outright their 
homes (Chart 15) 

• had a larger private rental sector to move into, and invest in (Chart 15) 
• been better insulated by fixed payment mortgage deals, from moves higher in 

the base rate (Chart 16) 
• been more tempted by banks competitively challenging for their custom (Chart 14) 
• had more vacancies to choose from, and greater power to demand being paid better (Charts 1 and 4) 
• have greater freedom where and when to work; and where to live 
• faced for long such low real borrowing costs (Chart 13) 
• been better afforded by e-commerce more competitive chances to buy goods and services (Chart 7) 
• been less dependent on filling their own petrol tanks to go about their leisure and working lives 
• been set to be fiscally more cosseted by their new Chancellor 

In its aggregate the UK’s commercial sector has seldom (and in no particular order): 

• enjoyed such a scale of productive re-shoring; for a raft of reasons from supply-security to currency 
competitiveness and across a wide range of sectors – manufacturing, food and energy (Chart 5) 

• been more affordable to those from overseas looking to buy from businesses, or indeed acquire these 
(Charts 20 and 19) 

• paid higher wages to retain and recruit so as to become more operationally efficient 
• had a larger dynamic internal market to sell to (Charts 4, 10 and 12) 
• been more affordable or more competitive in selling hard and soft services 
• been set to be fiscally more cosseted by their new Chancellor 

In its aggregate the UK State has seldom been (and in no particular order): 

• able to fiscally borrow at such low real Gilt yields (Chart 14) 
• home to better reserved banks; for whom a yield curve moving “off the floor” is actually welcome (Chart 

14); actuarially welcomed too, by pension and insurance funds 
• a more popular secondary and indeed primary hub for the world’s growth industries – traditional and tech 

(Charts 5 and 6) 
• better served in both its external and domestic accounts by those arriving from overseas for pay for their 

leisure and study, a new form of soft-power (Charts 10 and 12) 
• about to be so fiscally untied whilst remaining united 
• in a Commonwealth with a great many fellow members which are enjoying rapidly growing middle classes, 

whose wealth cannot fail to be drawn into it for investment and consumption 
• through so much political change in such a short period, such that what it faces is plus ça change  
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Preface: Political and economic challenges in the UK MUST BE CONTEXTUALISED 
As of September 6th, the UK has a new Prime Minister, in Liz Truss, and a new Chancellor, in Kwasi Kwarteng. To say 
they face immense challenges is no exaggeration. Then again, challenges abound across Europe, MENA, and no less 
the United States. Against such a chilling backdrop, do we not face the threat that economic problems building within 
the UK are exacerbated by economic troubles beyond it? Indeed, only an ‘economic fool’ would deny the risk those 
of us in the West ‘go down’ all the faster because we have spent decades shackling ourselves together economically 
and financially. 

With all these clouds darkening over the UK, let me reflect on forces that just might shed some sunlight. For one, 
the reshoring of manufacturing to the UK is underway (Chart 5). This is being propelled, not merely because the 
pound sits competitively comfortably where it lowly does (Chart 20), but because of efforts at bolstering supply-
security. Here is another ray of sunshine. However much Truss tries to go cold on the Chinese State, its rapidly 
growing ‘affluent’ class can only continue warming to all things British. And be in no doubt whatever challenges 
China faces, Beijing has the monetary and fiscal firepower to effectively fix things. Less we forget India too is growing 
its affluent class, albeit it not as impressively as its neighbour. More widely, the world is not short of economies 
which are not merely enjoying growth, but nations which the UK enjoys close commercial connections thanks to a 
‘Commonwealth’. 

We have also to consider some positive fall-out from the economic and political shocks that are certain to hit 
Continental Europe. The fall-out I write of is the return of not only many of those hundreds of thousands of EU 
nationals who evacuated the UK when coronavirus struck, but some British ex-pats too, possibly many. Remember, 
virtually all of these have settlement status here. The reality is, in being so focused on ‘our problems’, we miss the 
fact that living costs and interest rates are moving sharply higher across large tracts of Europe. Indeed, the escalation 
in pay awards being seen in the UK (Chart 1) which some claim will result in a hysterical form of wage-price leapfrog, 
will all the more draw those formally here to return; and indeed encourage those here who stepped out of the labour 
market to become economically active again, filling record-breaking vacancies (Chart 4). 

Consideration must also be given to the fact that for all the cost hikes hitting UK households, throughout the 
coronavirus period – in aggregate – these were flooded with cash (Chart 2). This is not to be insensitive to the 
medical crisis which struck the UK, but merely to point to facts provided by the Bank of England; facts which that 
institution have chosen to ignore in its dire (sic) economic forecasting. 

What of the cost shocks hitting UK manufacturers? Of these, the rise in worker pay must be viewed as a long 
delayed and welcome re-pricing of manual labour. The increased pay awards we are seeing – and coming because 
managements are desperate to recruit and retain – will this time next year be coming through as rising real wages. 
As for sharply higher energy costs, we need to understand the UK is a world away from the economy it was; an 
economy once filled with unionised-heavy-industries, largely commoditised manufacturing, and uncompetitive 
products. Just as the new Government will borrow to fund a widespread fiscal programme to “help households”, it 
will do the same with businesses.  

Remember that back in 1979 the new Government came in with a policy to kill inflation based on both monetary 
and fiscal asphyxiation. This time around we must be conscious that the new team in Downing Street is poised to 
adopt an extremely loose fiscal stance. We are quite simply set for the loosest fiscal policy since Nigel Lawson’s 
Budgets from 1984 through to 1988 – the last of which was of course ruined by the timing-gap between announcing 
the end to MIRAS and its actual end. As for the fears that the end of ‘Help-to-Buy’ will propel the UK housing market 
into a downturn similar to that of 1989, my response is that the UK residential market is so much more 
fundamentally robust now than it was then. 

Now, whilst moves higher in the base rate (Chart 13), and along the yield curve more generally, will tighten 
monetary conditions, a weaker pound will in part counter this. As for those mortgaged homeowners “being-sorely-
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hit” by higher interest rates, this impact has and will continue to be part absorbed by the prevalence of five-year 
fixed-rate deals, and fourteen years where an ultra-low base rate allowed for the fastest deleveraging in the history 
of UK home ownership (with 8.8 million homes owned outright in England, and the 6.8 million with a mortgage never 
having been leveraged at a lower average LTV, see Charts 15 and 16). Remember too that mortgage deals post-2008 
have in most cases been offered at a 75% LTV, and stress-tested to a 4% base rate.  

Do not also forget the slashing in the base rate when coronavirus struck and the reduction in stamp duty. Remember 
too that just as real wages will this time next year be rising, the real interest rate will be if not negative, not far away 
and certainly far from punitive (see again Chart 13). The reality is that, to fully assess the future for the UK economy, 
we need to allow not only for the monetary drags that weigh on it, but the fiscal and monetary bounty it enjoyed 
when a great many were put on a paid sabbatical and had their living costs markedly reduced – as they were 
furloughed or worked-from-home. 

Another positive development which will help cushion UK mortgaged homeowners and those seeking to become as 
such, from the rise in the base rate, will be the growth in challenger lenders (Chart 14). For just as the UK grocery 
market and other sectors have seen the arrival of disrupters, so will the market for mortgages.  

As for concerns over what damage a disorderly sell-off in Gilts and Sterling could inflict on the UK economy, my reply 
is this; whilst the dollar may be flying now, it and the US Treasury market have a hard landing coming. And when 
these crashes happen, Sterling and Gilts will not be co-casualties but beneficiaries. More specifically, Hong Kong 
could well be where the US dollar gets its most shocking modern day demotion. For I am convinced the Hong Kong 
Monetary Authority will soon insist the HKD escapes its strict shackles to the USD and adopt a more broad-based 
management. Over in Tokyo, concerns about the ‘disorderly’ decline in the yen could soon lead to a foreign exchange 
intervention whereby Japan’s holdings of Treasuries are materially lightened – see recent paper “For FX sake, don't 
be deceived by the dollar's head-fake”. 

As for political uncertainty, the Fixed-term Parliaments Act ensures the present Government can delay the next 
General Election until January 2025. As for calls for IndyRef2, one can be sure these will fall on deaf ears in 
Westminster. In fact, one can be confident that the SNP/Green collation in Holyrood will face growing electoral 
headwinds because it will continue to insist that windfarms are the only new energy option. In terms of the Northern 
Ireland Protocol and the risk it gets torn up and triggers a trade war, the simple truth is that neither the UK nor EU 
want to layer on a new economic problem to those they already face. 

So, whilst we can compare 2022 to 1979 and 1989 as much we like, the UK economy is nothing like it was back 
when recessions struck in those years. The world too is much different. Back in 1979 and indeed 1989, the global 
economy was essentially formed of Western Europe, the US, and Japan. Now we can justifiably use the adjective 
‘global’. And as much as we pour scorn on the ‘poor UK economy’, be in no doubt that nations enjoying growing 
wealth want to pour some of it our way; and ‘some’ of a great many is a lot. Let us not forget that the UK economy 
was the fastest growing amongst peers just last year, and moreover we have no doubt forecasts for the years 
ahead from the IMF, the BoE, and many others will, in time, prove deeply misguided. 
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Introduction 
 

Now, much has been made of the alarmingly real decline in UK real household income. This erosion is ‘of course’ put 
down (sic) to the failure of incomes to recover surging outgoings. This ‘alarming drag’ on our purchasing power is 
captured by taking away consumer price inflation from the rate of wage growth. It is an erosion which ‘of course’ is 
the key reason a prolonged recession is being predicted by the Bank of England. Well, I for one refuse to submit to 
any ‘of courses’ without closer inspection. 

To better understand aggregate household incomes – not perfectly, but better – we need to augment change in 
wages year-on-year with changes in employment. If we make this perfectly reasonable, but all too commonly 
neglected adjustment, we see that whilst household incomes are not recovering all of the increase in consumer 
pricing, the gap is actually narrower than otherwise presented (Chart 1). Indeed, only over very recent months is the 
gap negative (shaded red in Chart 1). 

Another reason why I would claim the ‘alarming drag’ on our purchasing power is being exaggerated is because 
households across the UK have and are cushioning themselves from the worst of the cost shocks reflected in a 
Consumer Price Index (CPI) which has failed to allow for how quick we are to react (see recent paper “CPI – a 
Compromised Pricing Indicator”). This is in addition to the fact that for all the cost hikes hitting UK households, 
throughout the COVID period – in aggregate – these were flooded with ‘enforced’ savings (Chart 2).  

We also need to remember that wage growth is a lagging indicator. A far better gauge of where we are heading is 
data for pay awards. By doing one’s best to capture pay rise information – frustratingly not easy to do – we see 
figures close to double digits, reflecting efforts to retain and recruit. Be in no doubt these pay awards will reveal 
themselves in next year’s wage growth figures, by which time the CPI is sure to be lower; the result being rising real 
wages, at a time the real cost of borrowing is negative (Chart 13). 

 

Chart 1: UK Growth in household income against CPI, 
with forecasts – real growth ahead 

 
–  

Chart 2: UK cumulative under/over savings in £ billion, 
with forecasts – COVID amplified buffer  

 

 

 
Source: ONS, Toscafund  
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What then of 2023 and beyond? 

If you accept the prognosis given by the Bank of England (BoE) then economic matters and our personal fortunes 
will only worsen from here and not improve until 2025 (Chart 3). Worsen because of the duality of employment 
falling and the cost of living continuing to inflate ahead of wage growth. That is, however, not how I predict matters 
will play out. For one, as made clear a moment ago, I see wage growth next year being strong and welcome, 
whereas growth in the cost of living will have passed its peak (helped in part by fiscal intervention to cap 
household energy bills at £2,500 a year). For another, I cannot see how employment could possibly fall when there 
is compelling evidence of an appetite to hire like never before (Chart 4). Are we to believe the vacancies we see 
are simply ‘pulled’? Are we instead expected to believe the UK will suffer a wave of redundancies such that those 
‘let go of’ are unable or unwilling to fill what job openings the UK is seeing advertised? 

Chart 3: BoE real GDP growth projections, quarterly – 
shockingly stupid forecasts 

 
–  Chart 4: UK employment and vacancies, with forecasts 

 

 

 
Source: BoE, ONS, Toscafund  

To be clear, I cannot see any sector of material size dismissing workers. Rather I see them going ‘the other way’ 
and hiring. Indeed, I would make the challenge of demanding to know which sectors the BoE predicts will cut down 
on staff. Consider first manufacturing, which widely across the UK is witnessing a recruitment drive (Chart 5). This 
regionally spread hiring is being spurred-on by a range of compelling factors. There is the benefit of a more 
competitive currency; indeed the BoE is inadvertently doing one thing right. After all, in getting its predictive 
economic growth numbers so wrong, the BoE has sent the pound down. In addition, the UK is retooling, reskilling 
and recruiting to produce ever cleaner engine vehicles and all the components these require. True, there are 
shortages of things such as semis. No less true is that such shortages encourage ever more investment to improve 
supply security by on-shoring production (Chart 5). Of course higher energy costs are hardly helping the UK’s 
manufacturers. But then again this problem is actually less acute than widely across the Continent – here again the 
UK Government helping to cap things – and is actually likely to spur on industries which produce energy efficient 
solutions. 

Looking at the UK’s logistics and distribution sectors, we can confidently say that the arrival of lockdowns has 
ensured what seemed like a ‘maturing’ market for e-commerce has been spurred higher. Rather than the 20% share 
of all retail that e-commerce appeared to be settling at in the months ahead of lockdown, we can now be confident 
its steady-state will be at least 25% (Chart 7). And whilst e-commerce is hardly welcome to bricks and mortar 
retailers, we must remember that delivery-to-our-door is far more labour intensive than us journeying to shops (see 
Chart 8).  
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Chart 5: UK Employment in manufacturing                
7.3% of total employment, with forecasts  

 
–  

Chart 6: UK Private sector ‘Office’ workers with forecasts 

27.4% of total employment, with forecasts 

 

 

 
Source: ONS, Toscafund        Note: ‘Office’ workers within these categories: Information and communication, Financial and insurance activities, 
Real estate activities, Professional, scientific and technical activities, Administrative and support service activities  

When considering – in the taxonomy of employment – “office work”, one has to accept that a great deal has changed 
over recent years. The arrival to the UK, literally, of Google, LinkedIn, and their likes (sic), has meant that an entirely 
new sectoral ‘breed’ has emerged; one which has to be included in the category of “office”, even if a) workers attend 
their office at their leisure, and b) their office looks like a place of leisure. The simple truth is that in projecting the 
number of those working across the UK in “office sectors”, the only way is up (Chart 6). 

Chart 7: E-commerce share of Total Retail Sales %  
–  

Chart 8: Number of workers in ‘new’ vs ‘old’ forms of 
consumerism, with forecasts 

 

 

 
Source: ONS, Toscafund   
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to issue visas as liberally as it can, even to those whose home country our academics are unsympathetic towards 
(Chart 10).  
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Chart 9: UK Employment in Education                        
8.5% of total employment, with forecasts 

 
–  Chart 10: UK total student visas issued, with forecasts 

 

 

 

Source: ONS, Toscafund  

Turning to ‘hospitality’ sectors (Chart 11), these are seeing their fortunes strengthened by a weakened sterling (Chart 
20); tourism lifted (Chart 12) and so too staycationing. True, UK hospitality is short-staffed, but here too we have 
reason to dismiss the BoE’s dire job market warnings; dire warnings based on dire economic reasoning. 

In terms of wider consumer discretionary sectors, the sentiment of the BoE and its actions on interest rates are 
hardly helping. And yet we need to remember that whilst energy bills have been capped at an elevated level (£2,500 
a year, for two years), they will fall in the years ahead. As to why we can confidently predict as much, the answer is 
simple; new avenues of supply for energy will come on stream.  

Chart 11: UK Employment in hospitality & food service               
7.0% of total employment, with forecasts 

 
–  Chart 12: UK visitor visas issued, with forecasts 

 

 

 
Source: ONS, Toscafund  
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forced us all to review our approach to fossil and nuclear-fuelled energy supply. The result is certain to be job 
creating investment. And crucially, these are capital commitments that would otherwise not have been 
sanctioned.   

In looking at what awaits the UK economy in 2023 and beyond, we also need to remember that whilst the base rate 
is indeed heading higher (Chart 13), this is a) welcome to banks, savers, pension and other insurance funds, b) the 
real cost of borrowing will, if not be negative, not be far away, and c) has no immediate impact on those great many 
mortgaged homeowners with fixed rates (Chart 16); remember too that the majority of UK homeowners are 
mortgage free (Chart 15). 

To be clear, we are in no way playing down the cost of living pain being felt across the UK. Rather, we are making 
clear that this pressure will not only cease to continue next year, but will be favourably reversed. The reality next 
year will be wage inflation outpacing growth in the cost of living (Chart 1); something which will make a mockery 
of the BoE’s forecasts.  

Chart 13: Base rate in REAL terms to CPI – blue nicely 
negative 

 
–  Chart 14: Why BTL returns remain REAL good 

 

 

 
Source: ONS, BoE, Knight Frank (Q1 2022 Residential Investment yield guide), Toscafund 

Chart 15: % of dwellings in England owned outright, 
owned with a mortgage, against privately rentals 

 
–  

Chart 16: % of mortgages with a fixed period of 5 years +, 
vs 2 years or less – a real buffer from a rising base rate 

 

 

 
Source: ONS, BoE, Toscafund  
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Matters of Housing and Real Rental Yield  

For the many millions across the UK who own a home – with or without a mortgage, see Chart 15 – the direction 
that houses prices take really matters. This is no less the case, but directionally different, for those keen to ‘get onto 
the property ladder’. With these matters in mind, let’s address predictions made by the likes of HSBC ‘analysts’ that 
house prices will fall by 7.5%, with London suffering double this decline. To be clear, the predicted reversals are part 
of a wider recessionary scenario very publicly proclaimed by that particular commercial bank, echoing, of course, 
what the UK’s central bank has already warned us awaits. It is important to note here that whilst falling houses prices 
are a necessary component of a recession, they most certainly are not sufficient to induce one. 

Rather than push against the prediction that average UK house prices will fall, let’s assume this is in fact the case. 
The case, not because of a stampede of selling, as one can confidently dismiss widespread distressed 
selling/foreclosures for numerous reasons. For one, we can see record high un-levered ownership (Chart 15). For 
another, those with mortgages on average enjoy record low LTVs, and a record high prevalence of five-year fixed 
rate loans (Chart 16). There is also the fact the UK is enjoying extremely buoyant hiring (Chart 4) and low 
unemployment, and the rising wages which accompany these twin factors. 

To be clear then, if we see a downwards repricing of housing, it will be at the margin where sellers are pricing to sell 
and move on, rather than price to profit-excel. We are in no way talking then of panic selling involving negative 
equity, or pricing below build cost. The simple truth is that new build will record lower pricing not due to developers 
being distressed sellers, but because the ‘Help to Buy’ scheme has come to an end. The latter has, after all, 
exaggerated the price of new build; to the benefit of homebuilders, but at the expense of first-time buyers (and the 
UK Exchequer). Fortunately, a great many of the third of a million or so buyers who overpaid when using the scheme 
do not face severe negative equity issues. One can make this claim because ‘Help to Buy’ operated at a time of 
escalating property prices and a record low base rate. With the base rate in mind, let me turn to the real yield on 
privately rented property – where it is and where it is heading. 

Widely across the UK – and most certainly within England beyond London – privately-let property already yields 
are in excess of 6% (Chart 14); this supported in no small part by the housing demands of the ever higher number 
of students entering the UK from overseas. Let us return then to the assumption that residential prices writ large 
across the UK do fall; not least because home-owners opt to ‘sell, rent and buy-back more cheaply’. Well, with rising 
wages and rising demand – from increased student numbers, returning EU nationals, and former home-owners 
looking to become tenants – we should expect rents to at worst be supported, and very likely rise. This would 
mean even higher nominal yields, and at the very least, sustained positive real rental returns. 

Now, given the extent of ‘enforced’ household savings (Chart 2), we should hardly be surprised if positive real rental 
yields draw a not inconsequential amount of this into the buy-to-let market; lending into which is set to become 
more competitive by the arrival of challenger banks. When I say not inconsequential, I mean enough to support 
residential pricing. For the likes then of HSBC, we come to something of a non sequitur. The decline they predict in 
the average price of a UK home could only act to support positive real rental returns. This, in turn, would make it 
all the more attractive to invest in buying homes to let out. So, whilst average residential prices might fall, they 
could not do so by much, fall for long, or suffer widespread decline. For homes within England beyond London, 
prices will most almost certainly rise, and by doing so, will expose as risible what the likes of HSBC warn awaits 
the UK residential market. 
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A Positive Household Income Outcome This Time Next Year 

A cornerstone prediction in this short piece is that with the UK labour market being as unprecedentedly tight as 
it is, the only way firms will be able to retain and recruit is to ‘pay up’. Sure, there will be reluctance, but ultimately 
there will be capitulation. Rather than view this as unfavourable for the UK economy, we must see household income 
growth as a welcome development. As for firms ‘paying up’, we need to bear in mind their understaffing has been 
denying them custom, income, and, yes, profits. For as much as it seems difficult to reconcile the two, if higher wages 
result in better staffing – numbers and quality – then the result is a boost to net profitability. The idea that it possible 
to both lift worker pay and raise profitability is well established within very much practical efficiency wage theories. 
It is worth pointing out such models were promoted by US Treasury Secretary and former Fed Chair, Janet Yellen. 

To repeat, much as it is difficult to reconcile, if higher wages result in better staffing – numbers and quality – then 
the result is a boost to net profitability. This of course brings in the contrast between the private sector, for which 
profit, counts and the public, where the return on capital employed is a taboo subject. As well as being separated by 
one measuring a profit margin and the other not, the UK’s public and private sectors have markedly contrasting rates 
of unionisation and collective bargaining (Chart 17). 

The simple reality is, as the private sector ‘pays up’, as it will, so too must the public side (Chart 18). After all, both 
are in effect competing for very much the same workers – certainly amongst the ‘volume ranks’ and even so too for 
managerial roles. The reality, as I see it, is that This Time Next Year there will not only be more in work across the 
UK, but all will be earning materially more; both of these developments more than welcome. 

Chart 17: Trade Union members as % share of sector 
 
–  

Chart 18: Private & Public sector growth in wages – 
Is a four-day work week akin to a 20% pay-rise? 

 

 

 

Source: BEIS, Toscafund 
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The UK economy’s striking problem 

As I tap away, the UK is again consumed by a national rail strike with more “shutdowns” set to follow. Indeed, 
‘industrial action’ is more widespread than it has been for many decades; workers ‘downing tools’ across industries 
and straddling both private and public sectors. With little sign of disputes being resolved, strikes must surely trigger 
economic paralysis and contribute to the downward slide in the UK economy? Alternatively, if bosses ‘capitulate’ on 
‘outrageous’ pay-demands this must surely propel the UK to stagflation? Well, let me be clear, workers simply do 
not have as strong a bargaining hand as they had back in the winter of discontent in 1978-79 – IT IS STRONGER. 

The leverage workers in the UK now have has nothing to do with their bosses being scared by their union, but 
because there is a scarcity of workers across large tracts of the UK; across sectors which having been soft closed, 
now find their former workers employed elsewhere, inactive, or overseas. And the only way these individuals will 
be enticed back is if the ‘money is right’, something which would also encourage retirees to return to work. 

Be in no doubt, those overseas and inactive will be enticed by higher wages because being short-staffed provides 
less profit than operating at the OPTIMAL extent of your fixed capital. If a bar or restaurant, hotel, theatre, airport, 
gym, shop etc. is operating below capacity because of under staffing, that means potential revenue being LOST, 
unrelentingly. To repeat, a section of any venue not opened because of ‘poor’ staffing means lower profits than 
were it optimally opened up, even with staff who are more ‘richly’ paid. One should be minded here of the decision 
made by Henry Ford in 1924 to give his workers $5 a day, a huge premium to the rest of US industry. What he did 
with his workers assembling the Model T was to illustrate the efficient wage model – if paying higher wages 
improves the recruitment, retainment, and motivation of your workforce, this more than pays for itself, and 
ensured workers could afford a Model T. 

Only Fools and Horses  

I, for one, have absolutely no doubt that This Time Next Year – Rodney? – UK wage growth will be comfortably 
outpacing inflation in the cost of living. For months now we have been suffering through alarmist, idiotic inflation-
related headlines, from “UK inflation will hit 18% in early 2023, says leading bank Citi” to “Get ready for 22% inflation, 
Goldman Sachs warns”. These dire forecasts gained press coverage from virtually every single UK news organisation, 
and as such, in our view, unfortunately contributed to the elevated household inflation expectations seen in August, 
and dented confidence. One effect of the inevitable and very much foreseeable looming fiscal support is that these 
forecasts will be exposed to all for what they truly are; attention-seeking and poorly-informed noise. These headlines 
continued to be spewed, each ‘one-upping’ the next, even after a Truss victory became assured. Since it was made 
perfectly clear in her campaign to be the new PM that she would cap energy costs to households and businesses, 
why was this not factored in headline CPI forecasts? The answer is simple: lurid headlines wouldn't have been made.  

There will no doubt be those who point to political chaos as the trigger for the UK to be consumed by recession. To 
these I point to the economy’s resilience over what has – with only momentary instances of calm – been over seven 
years of British parliamentary pantomime. 

The Paradox of Thrift will not parade itself 

One of course hears the argument that recession will befall the UK because the fear of one induces one. As much as 
I consider the ‘Paradox of Thrift’ one of the most creative concepts past down to us by J.M. Keynes, this comes with 
a very clear caveat. For an economy to be induced into recession by the fear of it, there needs to be a fundamental 
weakness. For an economy to succumb to recession, there need not only be a fear of it, but an underlying economic 
problem. Recession needs, in effect, to have a comorbidity along with fear. Since the UK labour market is healthy, 
and so too its property sectors, banks, insurance and pension funds, all the key UK economic organs currently pass 
fitness tests. True, there has been an organ which has recently failed its test; but here we should soon see a new 
and hopefully much improved organ grinder at the BoE. 
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P.S. This is less a postscript more an entreaty – a repeat of one I made earlier. It is an entreaty to those who back 
the BoE’s prognosis for the UK economy to please point out a sector which is of a meaningful size that will lay-off 
workers in such numbers that it drags the UK into recession. In the absence of such, I would like to know how an 
economy recording rising employment and wage growth can simultaneously fall into recession? 

I would also like to ask those who dismiss my projections how they can dismiss the idea that on being somehow 
informed of data the UK has fallen into recession, subsequent upwards revision to real GDP erase the recession? 
After all, back in 2013 the UK had been thought to have suffered a ‘triple-dip’; something ‘awarded’ a great deal of 
media attention. Given the benefit of upwards revisions, we now know the UK did not in fact experience such 
trauma; no subsequent apology or attention, however, was given to this error by those gloating over the ‘triple-dip’. 

To be clear, I will not give a guarantee the UK does not fall into recession next year. I am merely claiming that in 
order for it to do so, it requires an exogenous shock to hit us. To those who will point to recessions elsewhere 
triggering one in the UK, I simply ask these questions; if it is Europe that falls into recession, then how can the UK 
not find itself all the more a destination for returning EU nationals who have settlement status here? If it is the 
United States that descends into recession – alone or alongside Europe – then the challenge I make is, how would 
this precisely transmit to become a UK recession? To those who point to the real and present danger of China 
succumbing to recession and dragging us all down with it, I merely ask why Beijing would idly sit by without using 
its considerably deep monetary pockets and formidable fiscal force to rapidly fire up its economic growth?  
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Appendix: Listening to what management teams of listed UK firms say about the future, can as much mislead, 
as inform 

One cannot comment on the fortunes of the UK macro economy without reference to what the companies 
operating within it are currently saying in regard to how they have been performing, and what they expect for the 
foreseeable. Now, whilst it would seem perfectly reasonable to use market intelligence from the corporates 
operating within it as a ‘truly sensible’ guide to where the UK macro economy is heading, there are catches. The 
reality is that there are some irritating statistical biases involved in drawing macro conclusions from micro 
information; biases that risk us falling for one fallacy or another. 

As much as we draw upon very real trading statements from real businesses operating on the ground across the UK, 
we should bear in mind their sentiment of what awaits cannot fail to include some element of what they have 
been told to expect – not least by the Bank of England and its media acolytes sitting within it in an echo-chamber. 
This herd mentality opens up the risk that managements suffer cognitive dissonance; convinced that what they 
have heard is happening is more real than what they are actually experiencing. There is also the issue that two 
managements operating in very much similar markets may send contradictory signals; because as close as they 
may seem to be in their operations, the firms may be competing in a zero-sum fashion – something all too common 
with rival branded goods and services. The challenges do not end here. 

Chart 19: FTSE 250 vs MDAX – BUY, BUY BRITAIN   
–  Chart 20: Trade-weighted £ – DOWN BUT NOT FOR LONG  

  

 

 
Source: BoE, Bloomberg, Toscafund 

Unless one has a large enough sample of corporate statements, there is the risk of succumbing to faulty 
generalisation, where one draws a conclusion based on insufficient evidence. Essentially making a rushed judgement 
– also known as ‘the fallacy of composition’. The potential for drawing mistaken conclusions is only increased by the 
fact a sample of what PLCs have to say about the UK economy cannot be considered perfectly representative of all 
businesses. There is, after all, the issue of sample selection bias. One could reasonably point to how private 
companies may perform differently from those that are listed, even when they operate in similar markets. For one, 
those who manage private concerns have no concern over what ‘the market’ will do to their share price. They also 
have no obligation to make public how they are performing. The latter is part of the more general issue of private 
and listed businesses being separated by how the latter are judged in a short-term way, with the former fortunate 
enough not to be. 

With the challenges of marrying trading statements with macro forecasting ringing in our ears, I now turn to what 
we have been hearing from managements of UK PLCs. 

On 24th August, Costain Group, an infrastructure company and provider of construction and consulting services to 
sectors such as Energy, Defence and Transportation, issued a relatively upbeat interim statement, stating that 
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“despite material availability and inflation challenges, we have managed supply chain pressures effectively……while 
we remain mindful of the macro-economic backdrop, we are pleased with the quality and scale of our order book.” 

On 18th August in its results to the end of June, Marshalls PLC revealed that its Landscaping division had softened in 
line with lower Repair, Maintenance and Improvement spending by UK households. This is what the CEO had to say; 
“[we expect] the continuation of tougher trading conditions in Marshalls Landscape Products, which has greater 
exposure to the discretionary element of private housing RMI.” 

Over at Rank PLC – the owner of Mecca Bingo and Grosvenor Casinos – we heard this from the CEO at their full year 
results on 18th August; “The trading environment across the UK is likely to remain difficult in the months ahead with 
inflationary pressures squeezing consumer discretionary expenditure.” Despite these cautionary notes in the analyst 
call, the Rank management also remarked “in terms of the macro weakness, I don't think we're seeing it yet….there 
is no doubt that said, through the autumn trading it will be tough for consumers and that will reflect in discretionary 
expenditure, we're not seeing any softening of demand yet.” This supports the notion that much of management’s 
caution relates to what we have been told might come, rather than what we are actually seeing. 

Similarly, Fulham Shore, operator of restaurants the Real Greek and Franco Manca, noted on 21st July at their annual 
results that “the UK economy and consumer spending are predicted to enter a period of turbulence in the coming 
months. Recent market analysis has detailed a shift in consumer spending to experiences and social outings rather 
than clothing or big-ticket items. We keep our prices at, or sometimes below, a basket of our competitors’ menus… 
as a result we have not seen any shift in customer demand.” 

No doubt in the near-term, inflation sees customers being more price aware than during and immediately post 
COVID such was the level of accrued savings (Chart 1) and pent up demand. However, many recent observations 
suggest the UK consumer is being more thoughtful about allocating their spending rather than stopping 
altogether, itself which will act as a deflationary force. This is supported by the recent comment from Currys CEO 
Alex Baldock at the results on 7th July – “As for some trend, clearly everybody is getting more price conscious, that 
doesn't necessarily mean trading down to lower-ticket items, but it does mean expecting a very keen price on the 
items that they do want.” Likewise at Sainsbury’s Q1 update on 5th July, management said that “we're seeing 
customers spending more cautiously on general merchandise and clothing as we expected. But we are pleased that 
we're taking our fair share of the spend that is out there and we're gaining share in some key categories, like 
consumer electronics, technology, household and gardening”. Loungers Ltd (casual dining generally outside of 
London) CEO Nick Collins also shared similar sentiments at the full year results on 13th July, saying “we believe we're 
uniquely well-positioned to weather any short-term uncertainty whilst continuing to evolve and open new sites. 
Current trading remains really, really strong and it's our firm belief that a recession could present us with a real 
opportunity in terms of property, in terms of gaining market share, and in terms of recruiting better people.” 

Ted Baker struck a more cautious tone in their trading update on 2nd September, ahead of their most important 
trading period into Q4, with “we remain mindful of the significant deterioration of the macro-economic environment, 
falling consumer confidence and continued volatility in the supply chain as we move towards Ted Baker’s event led 
peak trading season.” 

In terms of luxury goods, and the more affluent consumer less impacted by inflation, in the Watches of Switzerland 
Q1 update on 16th August management were sanguine about what they were seeing in terms of the UK customer; 
“Overall, business continues to be predictable and strong across the board… We're not seeing an impact on consumer 
demand”.  

With regards to the UK housing market, on 22nd August at the interim results of Smoove plc (renamed from ULS 
Technology), a UK micro-cap digital platform exposed to housing transactions and remortgaging, announced a return 
of £5m to investors and said “despite economic headwinds facing households there is still a reasonable amount of 
momentum in the housing market….substantial uptick in remortgaging transactions has allowed us to make a solid 
start to the financial year.”  
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On the 8th September, the CEO of Restaurant Group plc – the UK chain of restaurants and pubs, including Wagamama 
and Frankie & Benny’s – Andy Hornby noted "We have made good progress in the past six months, delivering a robust 
financial performance in a challenging market, with continued LFL sales outperformance. We have taken decisive 
management actions to reduce the impact of the industry cost pressures including fully hedging our utilities until 
December 2024 and reducing our interest rate exposure through interest rate caps. Whilst the uncertain consumer 
environment presents challenges for the hospitality sector, the Group is well positioned to further develop our brands 
to deliver long-term growth for all stakeholders underpinned by our strong balance sheet." 

Also on 8th September, Associated British Foods plc issued an update. Group revenue for this financial year will be 
well ahead of last year. In their food businesses, higher revenues reflect price actions and some volume increases. 
In their Primark retail business, much higher revenues reflect the ending of COVID-related restrictions and the 
resumption of more normal customer behaviour. Adjusted operating profit for the Group will be significantly ahead 
of last financial year, in line with our expectations. In terms of their outlook for the next financial year, profits in the 
food businesses are expected to be ahead of this year with further significant input cost inflation and pricing action. 
But at Primark, significant market volatility is affecting costs (strengthening of the US dollar and higher energy costs). 
They cite “declining disposable income for consumers as a consequence of inflation”; profit margins expected to be 
lower. For the group as a whole, they expect profits and earnings to be lower in the year ahead than this year. 

So there you have it. Whether because the BoE has induced such grass roots sentiment or simply used its survey 
reach to reveal it, the mood of UK corporates towards the UK economy and their prospects within it has and is 
worsening; albeit thus far, more in perceived outlook than in actual trading, and with ‘trading down’ not affecting 
all companies equally. Does this alter my thinking? And if not, why? Well it does not and I shall be brief in outlining 
precisely why. Where firms are reporting on weaker trading, they are still posting profits, albeit lower than their last 
numbers or what they were hoping for. Similarly, much of the caution we hear relates to what corporates think 
they may see later in the year, rather than anything they are observing in their current trading. Further, whilst 
statements have ‘disappointed’, they hardly foretell of firms downsizing – culling staff or closing units. As for 
managements holding back on hiring and new investment, whilst this is possible, the power of greed over fear 
will prevail.  

Why Buying British is what US PE firms have long been doing as UK fund managers have gone short 
I have given attention to what the managements of certain UK PLCs have recently been saying concerning what they 
are experiencing – and also expecting – with regard to their trading activities within the UK. The evidence shows 
how the FTSE 250 – a far better barometer of investor sentiment towards the UK than the FTSE 100 – has performed 
(see Chart 19). The weakness we have witnessed can be interpreted in one of two very different ways. It could be 
argued that what we are seeing is ‘the market’ forward-pricing the lengthy recession the Bank of England so 
confidently predicts the UK economy will sink into. However, there is an alternative explanation. Rather than 
reflective of just how efficient the UK equity market is in its predictive power, instead what we are witnessing is 
a striking illustration of how market participants are lemming-like. 

Those with first-hand experience of the UK equity markets will remember the sell-off in the immediate aftermath of 
the shock result from the Brexit Referendum, and indeed the significant rally recorded by the FTSE250 once it 
became clear that the Bank of England’s Project Fear 1.0 was bunkum. 

Going back further still, we note that once fears of a ‘Triple-Dip’, that had overhung sentiment all the way through 
until early 2013, had been lifted, so too was the FTSE 250. In each case the FTSE 250 has been ‘oversold’, we have 
witnessed it become all the more attractively cheap for buyers – invariably from overseas – looking to capitalise. 
To see just how cheap the UK has been, one need only look at the stampede of US Private Equity firms to ‘buy 
British’. If you consider these firms to be made up of “smart investors”, then the smart thing to do is not buy the 
nonsense the BoE is selling, but acquire domestically exposed UK equities as PE firms are opportunistically doing. 
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